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1. Connection – There are two parts that make up this prong. First it 
includes how the people on and around your team connect. It is how they 
communicate, resolve conflicts, trust each other, are vulnerable, feel safe to 
risk failure, share the good news and bad. It is all of that, plus everything else 
related to how human beings connect with one another. The second part of 
this prong is how connected people feel to your team’s story or purpose.

  

Describe some of the common practices your team uses when communicating  
(text, phone, Facetime, face to face meetings):

Describe some ways your team resolves conflict?

List things you would like to change about your team’s conflict resolution habits:

List things about your team’s conflict resolution habits that are helpful:

How is compassion expressed within your team?

How is accountability expressed within your team?
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How do you and your staff send signals of psychological safety to your team?

What are some things related to this prong that you would like to see improved in 
your culture?

Can you, your staff and your players explain your team’s core values without the aid 
of written materials?

How deeply do the people on and around your team connect with and believe in your 
vision for your program?

What is the 30 second elevator pitch of what your program stands for?
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